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This paper takes its origin from the documentation accompanying version
2.0 of the Old Standard font family. However it goes into deeper details
describing various problems that someone faces when reconstructing a
historical typeface and extending it into a multilingual font family. In
particular, the main character metrics (such as x-height and the length
of ascenders and descenders) should be harmonized across all supported
alphabets (e.g., Latin and Greek). The paper also concentrates on some
aspects of OpenType programming which should be taken into account
when preparing a font intended for Greek scholars.

1 Introduction

It is a commonly admitted fact that even at the time of digital typography
type designers often find a source of inspiration in old editions. In my opin-
ion, books printed in 19th and early 20th century do have a specific charm,
which was lost with further development of publishing technologies. One of
the important parts in forming this impression belongs to Modern or Didone
serif typefaces, commonly used at that time, but almost completely abandoned
later. Indeed, their high contrast and geometric shapes no longer match the
popular taste, so that contemporary typographers often blame this lettertype
for its “unnaturality”, considering it obsolete and even unpleasant.

Nevertheless, the Modern style has at least one obvious advantage: it is still
very suitable for typesetting scientific papers, especially on social and human-
itarian sciences, as its specific features are closely associated in the people’s
eyes with old books they learned on. It would be even more important to stress
the fact that the book printing in many non-Western languages first appeared
or was greatly improved in 19th century, and thus many classical typefaces for
non-Latin scripts (the most beautiful examples of Greek and Cyrillic lettertypes
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12 A. Kryukov

in particular) were designed to be harmonizable with the Modern faces — the
standard Roman printing style of the time.

Surprisingly, at the present time very few digital typefaces, implemented
in the Modern style, are available on the market. Moreover, very few of these
fonts provide any characters outside of the standard Wester European set, and
thus they are hardly suitable for typesetting books for scholars. A notable
exception, of course, is Computer Modern family, first designed by D. Knuth
for his TEX system and then greatly extended by TEX enthusiasts to support a
large number of scripts and languages. However, this family did not meet my
needs, because, being inspired by older designs, it is still completely original
work which does not match older Modern faces at many aspects. I also think
CM is a bit too ‘rationalistic’: some characters would obviously look better if
they were manually designed in a visual mode. This is especially noticeable in
various extensions of Knuth’s original fonts. That’s why the Modern style (and
its particular variation, used in German and Russian editions of the early 20th
century) was the first candidate for implementation when I decided to start
designing a new multilingual face.

2 Origin and design: the Latin/Cyrillic part

My prior intent was to design a font suitable for typesetting in Russian
and other modern Slavic languages. Thus the encoding slots present in the
windows-1251 codepage should have been covered first, while other character
blocks (including Greek) were supposed to be added later. Looking at some
Soviet type specimens printed in the second half of the 20th century1 I found
something that could meet my needs: these books included a bunch of vari-
ous sets inherited from pre-1917 Russian typography grouped under a common
name “Îáûêíîâåííàÿ ãàðíèòóðà” (i.e., “Usual” or “Standard” face; see Fig-
ure 1). This type was already almost out of use at the time, superseded with
the Îáûêíîâåííàÿ Íîâàÿ (New Standard) family, different at many aspects.
Nevertheless the specimens showed a full repertoire of both Latin and Cyrillic
characters for each set, and thus they could serve a good starting point for me.
Thus the initial (not released) version of my font family was just a digital rep-
resentation of the Soviet “Standard” face at 12 pt, and here’s the name come
from: I have just added “Old” to stress the difference from the “New Standard”
face2.

Later, however, I realized there was one problem with my primary source:
its lowercase to uppercase height ratio was too large (2 : 3), which is quite
typical for modern digital fonts, but not for the early 20th century. This ratio
could produce problems when adding Greek letters, which typically have long
ascenders and descenders and require a sufficient space for accents. So I had

1Êàòàëîã ðó÷íûõ è ìàøèííûõ øðèôòîâ. Ì., 1966; Êàòàëîã ðó÷íûõ øðèôòîâ è íà-

áîðíûõ óêðàøåíèé. Õàðüêîâ, 1973.
2Now available from the Paratype foundry: http://www.paratype.ru.
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Figure 1: The regular version of the Russian “Standard” typeface from a 1966
font catalogue.

to improve the initial design basing mainly on various Russian and German
editions of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, mainly manuals of ancient
languages and editions of classical (Greek and Latin) authors, where I could
find good examples of Latin, Greek, and, in case of Russian books, also Cyrillic
letters, used alongside. Thus the current version of Old Standard doesn’t repro-
duce any particular typeface, but rather attempts to revive the general style of
the early 20th century typography (mostly Russian and German). Nevertheless,
I have decided to keep the initial name: of course, it doesn’t look very original,
but seems to be a good choice for a lettertype which was once so common that
no special name was associated with it.

3 The Greek part

The Greek characters in Old Standard require a separate note. The upright
letters follow the style first introduced by famous French typecutter Firmin
Didot (Figure 2) and then widely used in various editions both in Greece itself
and many other European countries. It would be no exaggeration to state that
the most part of Greek editions printed in continental Europe for more than
100 years was set with Didot faces. So it is no wonder that digital versions
of this design have already been created by several type foundries. However
almost all these fonts either cover just the Greek script and provide no support
for Latin (not to say Cyrillic) characters, or combine Didot’s Greek design
with a stylistically incompatible (usually Times-styled) Latin face. Most of
them (even some highly overpriced commercial products) also do not meet my
quality standards.

A notable exception is the GFS Didot font, designed by Takis Katsoulidis
and George Matthiopoulos and now available for free from the Greek Font So-
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14 A. Kryukov

Figure 2: An excerpt from a French edition typeset with a Didot face. The
example is taken from: Les harangues de Démosthène. Texte grec publié d’après
les travaux les plus récents de la philologie avec un commentaire critique et
explicatif, une introduction générale et des notices sur chaque discours par
Henri Weil. Deuxième édition entièrement revue et corrigée. Paris 1881.

ciety.3 Unlike many others, the designers of this font did care about a matching
Latin face, but, surprisingly, their choice has nothing to do with the Modern
style: instead, they implemented their font as an accompanying Greek family
for Adobe Palatino. For this reason the proportions and metrics of GFS Didot
are quite different from those of original Greek Didot; in particular ascenders
and descenders are significantly shorter. The Unicode version now comes with
its own Latin alphabet, but, again, it is based mostly on the Palatino design,
although some glyph features are adapted to the geometrical shapes of Greek
capitals. The resulting font may be very elegant, but, again, it is not suitable
to reproduce the authentic look of old editions, and essentially should have not
been called Didot due to a different style of its Latin part.

It should also be noted that the historic Didot style had several variations; in
particular its German version (popular also in Russia) is slightly different from
the font used in French editions of the same time (Figure 3). Old Standard
seems to be the only digital typeface which follows mostly the German and
Russian understanding of the Didot style, although for some characters (e.g.,
Greek circumflex, which has small balls in the original face, but looks like a
simple tilde in the German version) I have preferred French forms, considering
them more elegant.

Designing an italic style for a Greek typeface represents a separate prob-
lem. Most modern implementations of Greek Didot are accompanied with italic
versions obtained by applying a slant to the upright glyphs. I have chosen a
different solution: instead of creating a slanted version of the Didot family

3URL: http://www.greekfontsociety.gr.
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Figure 3: A modification of the Didot style, used in German editions. The
example is taken from: Herodoti Historiæ. Recensuit Henricus Stein. Tomus II,
Berolini 1871. P. 318.

(mostly unknown to the traditional typography), I have based my italics on
various cursive Greek fonts actually used in the German editions of the early
20th century. The most elegant of those fonts was the face used by the fa-
mous Teubner publishing house in Leipzig for their editions of classical authors
(Figure 4).

Surprisingly, until recently nobody has attempted to implement a digital
version of the Teubner Greek font, and this is a pity, because Teubner editions
are still considered a model of fine Greek printing in Germany, Russia and, I
think, many other European countries, exactly like the Loeb classical library
in the Anglo-American world. It should be noted here that the actual Teubner
typeface is sometimes confused with another cursive Greek font, also called
“Λειψίας” in Greece, which does have some digital implementations, in partic-
ular Monotype Greek 91 and the grml/grbl fonts which Claudio Beccari has
designed to provide a matching italic font for his CB Greek package. Indeed, a
similar font was sometimes used in Leipzig editions (mainly for headings), but
it is quite different from the standard text face these editions are set with.

I should admit however, that even Old Standard Italic does not provide an
authentic reproduction of the Teubner font (Figure 5). The problem is that the
Greek letters used in Leipzig editions are a bit bolder than their accompanying
Latin face, so that it was really difficult to bring them into a better correspon-
dence with Latin and Cyrillic glyphs. That’s why I had to consider also some
less elegant, but lighter Greek typefaces used by other printing houses in Ger-
many at the same time. I hope however that the general style of the Teubner
font is preserved, so that anybody who likes Leipzig editions of classical authors
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16 A. Kryukov

Figure 4: An example of the Teubner Greek font, taken from: Herodotus für
den Schulgebrauch erklärt. Von Dr. K. Abicht, Direktor des Gymnasiums zu
Ols. Vierter Band. Buch VIII. Dritte verbesserte Auflage. Leipzig 1882. S. 192.

will like Old Standard as well.

4 Math symbols

A few words should be said about math support. I am not a matematician
myself, so initially Old Standard was supposed to include just a limited set of
math characters, normally present in most digital fonts. However Andrey Panov
convinced me to extend this part of the font, arguing that with its Greek letters
Old Standard would be very helpful for reproducing pre-computer traditions
of math typesetting. That’s why Old Standard now includes a large group of
characters from the “Mathematical Operators” Unicode range (however still
not covering the whole block). Again, the design of math glyphs mostly follows
examples found in type specimens and old editions. This means those glyphs
look significantly larger than most people would expect: for example, the plus
sign in traditional continental European typography could be as large as the
body size, while in contemporary digital fonts it typically fits the standard
figure width. I have heard different opinions on which style of math typesetting
is more pleasing aesthetically, and yet I prefer to follow the tradition even if it
looks a bit unusual from the contemporary point of view.

5 The problem of the Greek alternate forms

Designing some rarely used glyphs represented a special problem. Old Standard
is a “historical” font, and so ideally I would like every particular glyph to
be based on some real source found in an old edition. However, this is not
always possible, as many characters were first introduced only in 20th century,
or even never existed in traditional typography before they were adopted by
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Κῦρος δὲ συγκαλέσας τοὺς στρατηγοὺς καὶ λοχαγοὺς τῶν
Ἑλλήνων συνεϐουλεύετό τε πῶς ἂν τὴν μάχην ποιοῖτο καὶ
αὐτὸς παρῄνει θαρρύνων τοιάδε· «ὦ ἄνδρες Ἕλληνες, οὐκ
ἀνρώπων ἀπορῶν [βαρϐάρων] συμμάχους ὑμᾶς ἄγω, ἀλλὰ
νομίζων ἀμείνονας καὶ κρείττους πολλῶν βαρϐάρων ὑμᾶς εἶναι,
διὰ τοῦτο προσέλαϐον. ὅπως οὖν ἔσεσε ἄνδρες ἄξιοι τῆς
ἐλευερίας ἧς κέκτησε καὶ ἧς ὑμᾶς ἐγὼ εὐδαιμονίζω. εὖ γὰρ
ἴστε ὅτι τὴν ἐλευερίαν ἑλοίμην ἂν ἀντὶ ὧν ἔχω πάντων καὶ ἄλλων
πολλαπλασίων».

Κῦρος δὲ συγκαλέσας τοὺς στρατηγοὺς καὶ λοχαγοὺς τῶν
Ἑλλήνων συνεϐουλεύετό τε πῶς ἂν τὴν μάχην ποιοῖτο καὶ
αὐτὸς παρῄνει θαρρύνων τοιάδε· «ὦ ἄνδρες Ἕλληνες, οὐκ
ἀνρώπων ἀπορῶν [βαρϐάρων] συμμάχους ὑμᾶς ἄγω, ἀλλὰ
νομίζων ἀμείνονας καὶ κρείττους πολλῶν βαρϐάρων ὑμᾶς εἶναι,
διὰ τοῦτο προσέλαϐον. ὅπως οὖν ἔσεσε ἄνδρες ἄξιοι τῆς
ἐλευερίας ἧς κέκτησε καὶ ἧς ὑμᾶς ἐγὼ εὐδαιμονίζω. εὖ γὰρ ἴστε
ὅτι τὴν ἐλευερίαν ἑλοίμην ἂν ἀντὶ ὧν ἔχω πάντων καὶ ἄλλων
πολλαπλασίων».

Old Standard also implements stroked phi (U+03D5), omega-like pi (U+03D6) and
lunate epsilon (U+03F5), but these glyphs are not accessible via any OpenType fea-
tures, and using them anywhere except mathematical contexts is not recommended. In
other cases I had just to put the same glyph image to more than one Unicode slot. For
example, U+03F0 (GREEK KAPPA SYMBOL) just contains a reference to U+03BA
(the regular Greek kappa), as the only possible form for this letter both in the Didot and
Teubner styles is the x-shaped one. All such “alternate” codepoints are supported only
for compatibility with other existing Greek fonts and for the case you have occasionally
used them in some texts.

The same statement is true for the lunate sigma, both small and capital: although
it is sometimes reasonable to use this form e. g. for typesetting papyrological texts
(where word breaks and thus the usage of final sigmas are sometimes not obvious), it is
probably impossible to implement a lunate sigma fully conforming the Didot style. So I
don’t recommend using this letterform and have implemented it mainly in order to make
existing documents which use this character (such as some texts from the Thesaurus
Linguae Graecae corpus) readable.

Combining Mark Positioning

Unicode provides codepoints for all accented characters needed for the standard Greek or-
thography, and yet this set is often insufficient for classicists. The most common problem
is combining a breathing and/or an accent with a macron or a breve mark. Also one often
has to put a macron, a breve or a circumflex above epsilon or omicron when publishing
epigraphical documents, although such combinations make no sense for literary Greek.

Figure 5: Greek text set in Old Standard regular and italics (Xenophon, An-
abasis, 17.2–17.3).

the Unicode standard. This problem can be clearly demonstrated with Greek
alternate forms: although some 19th century fonts might have more than just
one representation for a few letters, their set never was as large as currently
defined in the “Greek and Coptic” Unicode range.

Of course, these characters were included mainly for compatibility with
legacy character sets (Symbol for example), and using them anywhere except
mathematical contexts is strongly discouraged. Nevertheless, the fact they have
been encoded causes a great mess by itself, since it convinces font designers to
think that any Greek typeface can and should include two basic forms for sev-
eral Greek letters, and that some of these forms are always preferred for a
Greek text, while others are intended only for mathematical usage. Of course
this assumption is wrong: in fact all such letterforms are font-specific, so that
normally only one of them is stylistically compatible with each particular type-
face.

Moreover, even if it is possible to implement both the forms referenced in
Unicode, we can disagree with the standard deciding which glyph should be
used by default and which is alternate. In a Didot face this problem will nor-
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Figure 6: Contextual forms of beta and theta in traditional Greek typeset-
ting. This example has been taken from: ῾Ωρολόγιον τὸ μέγα, περιέχον ἁπάσαν

τὴν ἀνήκουσαν αὐτῷ ἀκολουθίαν, κατὰ τὴν τάξιν τῆς ἀνατολικῆς τοῦ Χριστοῦ

ἐκκλησίας, καὶ ἐξαιρέτως τῶν ὑποκειμένων αὐτῇ εὐαγῶν μοναστηρίων. ῎Εκδοσις

ἑβδόμη. ᾿Εν Βενετίᾳ 1851, σελ. 32.

mally affect kappa and, as shown below, sometimes also theta. Although there is
no need to strictly follow the Unicode recommendations at this point (the stan-
dard admits itself that some Greek letters may show considerable glyph varia-
tions), swapping “basic” and “alternate” letterforms is still undesired, as it can
lead to problems if the font is used for mathematical typesetting. Fortunately,
modern rendering technologies, such as OpenType, allow selecting an appro-
priate glyph depending from the typesetting context and user’s preferences.
One OpenType feature of a particular interest for us is mgrk (Mathematical
Greek). Old Standard uses this feature (which is supposed to be on by default
in math contexts) to make the mapping of Greek letterforms more “Unicode
compliant”, than while typesetting an ordinary Greek text. I also have imple-
mented a few “stylistic sets”, which allow user to make some alternate glyphs
to be automatically substituted instead of the default forms.

Probably the most important of “alternate” Greek letterforms is curly beta
U+03D0: to my mind, this character indeed should be available in any cor-
rectly designed Unicode Greek font, since according to the French typographic
rules it is used instead of the regular beta with descender as a medial and final
form (Figure 6). (The same rule was sometimes applied also in Greece itself.)
For this reason, French classicists often type U+03D0 directly in their doc-
uments, and particularly I see nothing wrong in this practice, although it is
not recommended by Unicode. However, in a “smart” font it is also possible
to implement a contextual substitution rule, allowing initial/medial forms to
be automatically substituted at the correct places. In Old Standard, I use the
stylistic set 06 (the ss06 feature tag) for this purpose.

Theta is another letter, which can have two different forms, both of which
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Figure 3.1: Contextual forms of beta and theta in traditional Greek typesetting. This
example has been taken from: Ὡρολόγιον τὸ μέγα, περιέχον ἁπάσαν τὴν ἀνήκουσαν αὐτῷ
ἀκολουθίαν, κατὰ τὴν τάξιν τῆς ἀνατολικῆς τοῦ Χριστοῦ ἐκκλησίας, καὶ ἐξαιρέτως τῶν
ὑποκειμένων αὐτῇ εὐαγῶν μοναστηρίων. Ἔκδοσις ἑβδόμη. Ἐν Βενετία, 1851. Σ. 32.

Since my sources contained good examples of both open and closed theta in Didot-
styled Greek fonts, I have implemented them both, and have added a closed letterform
even to the italic font for better compatibility with the regular version. However, since
Old Standard mainly follows German typographic conventions, it seemed inappropriate
to map this form to U+03B8 and thus make it the only accessible glyph for the case ad-
vanced Open Type features are not supported by user’s application. Instead the following
solution has been preferred: the open theta is mapped both to U+03B8 (GREEK SMALL
LETTER THETA) and U+03D1 (GREEK THETA SYMBOL), while the closed glyph
is placed to a slot in the PUA and can be automatically substituted instead of U+03B8
in one of the following situations:

• in any postition, if the mgrk (Mathematical Greek) feature tag is applied. Thus in
mathematical contexts you can get a glyph mapping which exactly corresponds to
one defined by Unicode;

• at the middle and the end of words, if stylistic set 06 (the ss06 feature tag) is applied.

Thus enabling ss06 will turn on contextual forms both for beta and theta, as demon-
strated below:

θαυμασθεὶς βάρβαρος ⇒ θαυμασεὶς βάρϐαρος
θαυμασθεὶς βάρβαρος ⇒ θαυμασεὶς βάρϐαρος
Note that the U+03D1 character will always be displayed as a script theta, no matter,

which feature tags you have applied.
The following example shows a fragment of Greek text with contextual alternates

(note the medial beta and the closed theta substituted in the appropriate places):

Figure 7: Contextual forms of beta and theta as implemented in Old Standard
using the ss06 feature tag (on the right side).

are stylistically compatible with Didot faces. The Unicode code chart displays
the closed theta (θ) at U+03B8 (thus making it the default letterform), while
the open, or script variant form θ is mapped to U+03D1 and intended only
for mathematical usage. Most fonts currently follow this convention. Histori-
cally, however, selection of one or another form has been made depending from
national typographic traditions. In particular, French and Greek publishers cer-
tainly preferred the closed letterform, although in some 19th century editions
the open theta is used at the beginning of words, i.e., a rule, similar to one of
beta, is applied (see for example Figure 7). On the other hand, in German and
Russian typography the open theta was normally used; this is also the only
style of this letter found in the Teubner font and other cursive Greek typefaces
of a German origin.

Since my sources contained good examples of both open and closed theta
in Didot-styled Greek fonts, I have implemented them both, and have added a
closed letterform even to the italic font for better compatibility with the regu-
lar version. However, since Old Standard mainly follows German typographic
conventions, it seemed inappropriate to map this form to U+03B8 and thus
make it the only accessible glyph for the case advanced OpenType features are
not supported by user’s application. Instead the following solution has been
preferred: the open theta is mapped both to U+03B8 (Greek small let-
ter theta) and U+03D1 (Greek theta symbol), while the closed glyph is
placed to a slot in the PUA and can be automatically substituted instead of
U+03B8 in one of the following situations:

� in any position, if the mgrk (Mathematical Greek) feature tag is applied.
Thus in mathematical contexts you can get a glyph mapping which ex-
actly corresponds to one defined by Unicode;

� at the middle and the end of words, if stylistic set 06 (the ss06 feature
tag) is applied (Figure 7).

Old Standard also implements stroked phi (φ: U+03D5), omega-like pi
($: U+03D6) and lunate epsilon (ε: U+03F5), but these glyphs are not ac-
cessible via any OpenType features, and using them anywhere—except in
mathematics—is not recommended. In other cases, I had just to put the same
glyph image to more than one Unicode slot. For example, U+03F0 (Greek
kappa symbol) just contains a reference to U+03BA (the regular Greek
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kappa), as the only possible form for this letter both in the Didot and Teubner
styles is the x-shaped one. All such “alternate” codepoints are supported only
for compatibility with other existing Greek fonts and for the case you have
occasionally used them in some texts.

The same statement is true for the lunate sigma (c), both small and capi-
tal: although it is sometimes reasonable to use this form, e.g., for typesetting
papyrological texts (where word breaks and thus the usage of final sigmas are
sometimes not obvious), it is probably impossible to implement a lunate sigma
fully conforming the Didot style. So I do not recommend using this letterform
and have implemented it mainly in order to make existing documents which use
this character (such as some texts from the Thesaurus Linguæ Graecæ corpus4)
readable.

6 Accented glyphs and combining marks

When implementing the OpenType support for Old Standard I had to put a
special attention to building accented characters “on the fly”. One of the most
attractive possibilities offered by OpenType is smart diacritic positioning: if you
type a letter followed by a diacritic from the Unicode “Combining Diacritics”
range, the diacritic will be placed exactly above or below the letter. To achieve
this effect, an OpenType font should support the mark feature tag. This feature
allows to add anchor points both to base letters and diacritics, so that, when an
accent mark is typed after a base character, the glyphs are positioned by such
a way that their anchor points are coincident. Another type of anchor points,
specified by the mkmk feature, is used to position two marks with respect to
each other, so that an additional diacritic can be stacked properly above the
first.

Old Standard provides proper mark and mkmk anchor points for most Latin
letters and combining marks, so that you can type them in almost any combi-
nation and the result will be visually identical with the corresponding precom-
posed accented characters (in case they are available in the font).

Another important OpenType feature is ccmp. This feature allows to de-
compose a character into two glyphs or, on the contrary, to compose two char-
acters into a single glyph for better glyph processing. Often such substitutions
correspond to canonical (de)compositions specified in the Unicode character
database, but this is not a required condition. So if we would like to replace a
specific glyph or a group of glyphs with another glyph or a group of glyphs,
such replacement can almost always be implemented via ccmp: the only im-
portant limitation here is that this feature is not supposed to (and often just
cannot) be turned off, and thus it should not be used for optional typographic
refinements, such as Latin ligatures.

Old Standard uses ccmp mainly to compose accented glyphs from an accent
and a base character in those cases where a simple accent positioning would

4URL: http://www.tlg.uci.edu.
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not produce the desired result. For example, the Czech and Slovak alphabets
have some accented characters (¤, ©, ´) where the accent is identified with the
haček (caron), but actually looks like an apostrophe. So when you type d, l or t
followed by combining haček, Old Standard just substitutes the corresponding
Czech character for you.

There are also some situations where mark and ccmp should be used together
to produce a better result. For example, before you can place an accent above
letters like i or j you have to replace the base letter with a dotless variant first,
and this can be done only with ccmp. For this reason all OpenType renderers
which support accent positioning support also this feature (Word 2003 does).

Combining mark positioning is especially important for typesetting Ancient
Greek. Unicode provides codepoints for all accented characters needed for the
standard Greek orthography, and yet this set is often insufficient for classicists.
The most common problem is combining a breathing and/or an accent with
a macron or a breve mark. Also one often has to put a macron, a breve or a
circumflex above epsilon or omicron when publishing epigraphical documents,
although such combinations make no sense for literary Greek. For this reason
some Unicode Greek fonts include a huge number of additional accented char-
acters in the Unicode Private Use Area. The most important problem here is
that each vendor uses its own arrangement of PUA slots, so that fonts are often
incompatible with each other, especially because very few of them have more
or less correct OT layouts allowing to access those glyphs without typing them
directly.

Old Standard uses a different approach: it has a carefully adjusted set of
anchor points and ccmp rules, which allow to correctly position accent marks
relatively to each other and combine breathings with accents to specially de-
signed combinations, when necessary. Moreover, when the user types a capital
letter followed by one or more accents, these accents are placed before the let-
ter, and the letter itself is shifted right to the necessary amount of space. Thus
it is possible to type practically any valid accented combination using com-
bining marks, if only the user’s application supports smart accent positioning
(Figure 8). This is not a problem at least with Microsoft Word 2003 and more
recent versions.

Old Standard includes also several precomposed accented Greek characters
in the PUA, added for compatibility with Ralph Hancock’s fonts.5 However,
you should use those characters with a caution and only if your application
does not support combining mark positioning.

Beginning from the version 2.0 Old Standard also supports historical Cyrillic
letters and combining marks. Old Slavic languages (such as Old Slavonic and
especially modern Church Slavonic) had a wide range of combining characters,
which included accents, breathings, titlos and superscript letters. Basically the
accentuation system is very similar to Greek one, but, unlike for Greek, there
are no precomposed accented characters available in Unicode, so that using

5URL: http://www.users.dircon.co.uk/~hancock/index.htm.
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For this reason some Unicode Greek fonts include a huge number of additional accented
characters in the Unicode Private Use Area. The most important problem here is that
each vendor uses its own arrangement of PUA slots, so that fonts are often incompatible
with each other, especially because very few of them have more or less correct OT layouts
allowing to access those glyphs without typing them directly.

Old Standard uses a different approach: it has a carefully adjusted set of anchor points
and ccmp rules, which allow to correctly position accent marks relatively to each other and
combine breathings with accents to specially designed combinations, when necessary.
Moreover, when you type a capital letter folowed by one or more accents, these accents
are placed before the letter, and the letter itself is shifted right to the necessary amount
of space. Thus you can type any possible accented combination using combining marks,
if only your application supports smart accent positioning (but this is not a problem at
least with Microsoft Word 2003 and above). Note that you should observe the following
order of typing diacritics: first a macron or a breve, then a breathing and finally an accent.
For example, combining marks were used to type the following fragment of the Mantinea
inscription:

ὀσ̱έοι ἂν χρεσ̄τε̄ριον κακρίνε̄ || ε̄ γνοσ̄ίαι κακριθε̄ε ̄ το̄ν͂ χρεμ̄άτον̄, |
πὲ τοῖς ϝοικιάται(ς) τᾶς θεο̄͂ ε ̄ναι, κὰ ϝοικίας δάσασθαι τὰς ἂν ο̄δ᾽
ἐάσας. εἰ τοῖς ϝοφ̄λεκ̄όσι ἐπὶ τοῖδ᾽ ἐδικάσαμε[ν], | ἄ τε θεὸς κὰς οἰ
δικασσταὶ, ἀπυσ̱εδομίν[ος] || το̄ν͂ χρεμ̄άτον̄ τὸ λάχος, ἀπεχομίνος
| κὰ το̄ρρέντερον γένος ε̄ναι | ἄματα πάντα ἀπὺ τοῖ ἰεροῖ, ἴλαον
ε̄ναι.

ὀσέ̱οι ἂν χρεσ̄τε ̄ ριον κακρίνε ̄ || ε ̄ γνοσ̄ίαι κακριθε ̄ε ̄ το ̄ν͂ χρεμ̄άτον̄, |
πὲ τοῖς ϝοικιάται(ς) τᾶς θεο ̄ ͂ ε ̄ ναι, κὰ ϝοικίας δάσασθαι τὰς ἂν ο ̄δ᾽
ἐάσας. εἰ τοῖς ϝοφ̄λεκ̄όσι ἐπὶ τοῖδ᾽ ἐδικάσαμε[ν], | ἄ τε θεὸς κὰς οἰ
δικασσταὶ, ἀπυσε̱δομίν[ος] || το ̄ν͂ χρεμ̄άτον̄ τὸ λάχος, ἀπεχομίνος
| κὰ το ̄ρρέντερον γένος ε ̄ ναι | ἄματα πάντα ἀπὺ τοῖ ἰεροῖ, ἴλαον
ε ̄ναι.

Old Standard includes also several precomposed accented Greek characters in the
PUA, added for compatibility with Ralph Hancock’s fonts. However, you should use
those characters with a caution and only if your application doesn’t support combining
mark positioning.

Tilda-Shaped Circumflex vs. Lunate Circumflex

Greek circumflex (perispomeni) often becomes a matter of discussions. I know, that some
(mostly English and American) classicists prefer porsonic (lunate) circumflex, similar to
an inverted breve, mainly because this form is characteristic for most Greek fonts tradi-
tionally used in English and American typography. However, in fact the preferred design
of this accent is a purely font specific question. For most typefaces of the continental
European origin (such as Didot or Teubner) only the tilde-shaped form is acceptable, as
inverted breve just cannot be harmonized with most letters. So, don’t ask me to implement
a version with “porsonic” circumflex.

Figure 8: A part of the Mantinea Inscription set in Old Standard. (For the
Mantinea Inscription, see: E. Schwyzer, Dialectorum Græcarum Exempla Epi-
graphica Potiora, Teubner, Leipzig 1923.)

combining marks is the only option.

7 Future work

Old Standard is still far from being finished: it still has no bold italic ver-
sion, and many Unicode characters and typographic features are waiting to be
implemented. The math part of the font is still of very limited usage due to
lack of many useful glyphs (such as components for building vertical/horizontal
glyph variants) and OpenType math support. I also should admit I still have
not prepared a TEX support package. Again, that’s because Old Standard cur-
rently has just three shapes (regular, italic and bold) and no small caps. Thus
such a package would have very limited functionality from the TEX point of
view. On the other hand, I recommend people to use my font with X ETEX,
which can handle OpenType fonts without a special installation procedure and
additionally allows to take advantage of modern rendering technologies.
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Editor’s note: The reader can find other fonts created by the author of this paper and much
more documentation on the design and use of those fonts in: http://www.thessalonica.org.
ru/en/fonts-download.html.


